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raditionally, accelerator SEE testing is accomplished by removing  the tops of packages so that the IC chips are 
accessible to heavy ions.  However, ICs in some advanced packages cannot be de-lidded so a different approach 
is used that involves grinding and/or chemically etching away part of the package and the chip from the back side.  
The parts are then tested from the back side with ions having sufficient range to reach the sensitive volume.  More 
recently, the entire silicon substrate in an SOI/SRAM was removed, making it possible to use low-energy ions with 
shorter ranges. 
Where removal of part of the package is not possible, facilities at Michigan State, NASA Space Radiation 
Laboratory, GANIL (France) and GSI (Germany) offer high-energy heavy ions with long ranges so that the ions can 
reach the devices’ sensitive volumes without much change in the LET.  Unfortunately, a run will typically involve 
only one ion species having a single energy and LET due to the long time it takes to tune a new energy. 
The Variable Depth Bragg Peak (VDBP) method is similar to the above method in that it involves the use of 
high-energy heavy ions that are able to pass through the packaging material and reach the device, obviating the need 
to remove the package.  However, the method provides a broad range of LETs from a single ion by inserting 
degraders in the beam that modify the ion energy and, therefore, the LET.  The crux of the method involves 
establishing a fiduciary point for degrader thickness, i.e., where the Bragg peak is located precisely at the sensitive 
volume in the device, for which the measured SEU cross-section  and the ion LET are both also maxima and can be 
calculated using a Monte-Carlo program, TRIM.  Once the fiduciary point has been established, calibrated high-
density polyethylene (HDPE) degraders are inserted into or removed from the beam to vary the ion LET at the 
device in a known manner.  After each change of degrader thickness, the SEU cross-section is measured and the 
corresponding LET calculated from the change in degrader thickness.  That information is used to generate a plot of 
cross-section as a function of ion LET.  The advantages of this approach are that the part does not have to be de-
lidded and a broad range of LETs is available from a single heavy ion without having to go to non-normal angles of 
incidence to change the “effective” LET.  As we will show, it is possible to obtain an entire curve of cross-section 
versus LET using just two or three ions. 
Fig. 1 shows curves of cross-section vs LET for a Freescale 4 Mbit SOI/SRAM measured at the 88” Cyclotron 
at Berkeley and at NSRL.  The open symbols are the data obtained from Berkeley for top-side and back-side 
irradiation.  The solid data points are for the data obtained at NSRL using a device for which the package was intact.  
The data are for Iron and Gold and cover a range of LETs from 4 MeV.cm2/mg to 84 MeV.cm2/mg. The agreement 
between the data obtained from Berkeley and from NSRL is excellent, demonstrating that the VDBP method is 
capable of providing accurate values of cross-section versus LET, at least for the 4 Mbit SRAM.  Details of the 
technique will be included in the final presentation.  
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